To : Mrs Gill n Miss Hannah
Times really fly. It's going to be end of Yr2015 soon. I'm not good in writing and sometimes
words cannot express my immense gratitude towards a person.

In this short n simple letter, I would like to express my greatest appreciation towards Miss
Hannah Lim of 5Harmony. My son (Lye Hong Ming Maurice) has shown great improvement
in his results for his SA2 although there is still room for improvements :- ) But I'm already
contented with it...
I can see him progressing from e beginning of his P5 till now...
I am certain that her guidance has helped him to have such great improvement. Her endless
and never give up encouragement prior and during examinations proven to have boost him
up.
I sincerely and seriously hope that she will FOLLOW UP as his Form teacher next year (P6
Harmony) to wrap up his Primary School Years with flying colours in his PSLE.
Yours Sincerely,
Aileen Tan

Dear Sir/Mdm,

I am a parent of my son, Jurgen Guo from Class 3A of Unity Primary School. His form teacher
is Ms Siti.
Few months ago, Jurgen had been waking up in the middle of the nights and cried. When I
talked to my son, he was unable to give any explanation to his behavior too. He could not sleep
well. Therefore, I checked with Ms Siti whether there was any issue in the school that caused
anxiety in my son or was it my pregnancy that he could not accept since he had been an only
child for 9 years.
Ms Siti was patient when I talked to her about my son's problem and she told me that she
would keep a look out for my son and would talk to him.
After that, my son's condition has improved and in fact, he does not wake up and cry
anymore. Ms Siti also called me up a few times to let me know that she has been talking to my
son and making sure that my son is able to sleep well now. I thank her for her help and
kindness.
I just wish to let MOE know that I am glad that my son has such a caring teacher who does
not only take care of his academic results but also his well being. She is such a good teacher.
Just hope MOE can continue to retain such good teachers for our children.
Yours faithfully
Luan Ying

Dear Madam Jasmail Singh Gill,
Happy National Day!
Please allow me to introduce myself. My name is Jeff Lin and I am the father of a pupil who used to study at
Class 2B at Unity Primary School last year. The name of my son is Lin Yukang and the form teacher for Class
2B was Mr Kenneth Cheong Perk Yin. Yukang has shifted to Nan Chiau Primary School this year but he still
misses Unity quite a lot, especially during the initial period after we shifted house.
We felt so lucky that my son Yukang can have such a caring teacher during his Primary 2. Mr Cheong loves to
communicate with his pupils and he is very responsible. I still remember that earlier last year, we started to
train Yukang to take a bus home all by himself as both I and my wife needs to work during the day and no one
can pick up him. One day, when Mr Cheong found out Yukang needs to cross the pedestrian zebra crossing all
on his own after school, he immediately called me to confirm this is our arrangement and then accompanied
Yukang to walk to the bus stop and wait there for a while before he sees Yukang get on the right bus. In my
memory, there were also numerous occasions that Mr Cheong gave encouragement to my son and my son felt
so comfortable and motivated to attend Mr Cheong's classes.

Last week, Nan Chiau PS sent a letter to parents to remind us to recommend some teachers who are
exceptionally good. This reminded me of Mr Cheong. I would feel very sorry if we don't take this
opportunity to show our appreciation to him - someone not only professional but also have a passion
for his education career.
We probably won't have much chances to see Mr Cheong again but we sincerely hope we can have a
chance do something for Unity or him in the future.
Cheers
Jeff Lin

I am Suyriati Binte Mohd Isa, mother of Mohamad Hady Iyhsan Bin Mohamad Hairul of Class 2 CARE.
This week, he received an Achievement Award for Malay Language. I would like to express my gratitude to the
Malay teachers in Unity Primary School, especially Mdm Hidayati (2015) and Ms Izni Nasihah (2014), for this
achievement.
My son did not grow up learning Malay as his second language. When he first entered Primary School, he was
unable to read, write or converse in Malay. Many thanks to the guidance and patience of his teachers, he is now
more confident in his command of the Malay language.
Kudos to the HOD of the Malay Language Department, Mdm Rasidah, who reassured me that my child would
be in the good hands of her capable teachers. Indeed, she was right.
Please continue to keep up the good work nthat you are all doing to educate our children and bring out the best
in them.
Thank you once again! =)
Sincerely yours,
Suyriati Binte Mohd Isa

